The notion that options complete markets is at the core of modern nancial economics (see the pioneering ). Despite its theoretical attractiveness, the idea about expanding the asset space via European options has, however, remained mostly an abstraction. With a few exceptions, it has not resulted in any valuation simpli cations. Clearly, the set of applications where the option price has been exploited, directly or indirectly, to value other contingent claims (in its basis) is potentially sparse (e.g., the pricing of elementary securities). One reconciling possibility is that, although options span other securities, they are complex to value at the outset. For a general stochastic structure, the di culty stems primarily from the lack of analyticity of the option payo |a feature that has hampered closed-form option pricing characterizations. For instance, outside of the canonical log-normal asset pricing or the Bessel interest rate class, the fundamental valuation equation for the option price is mostly overwhelming. Even when options are non-redundant securities and the option price is analytical, derivative{security pricing is still not so tractable to closed-form formulations: the positioning in the continuum of options is a priori inexplicit. Confronted with such issues, the objective of this paper is to introduce a spanning entity with the ability to overcome the aforementioned valuation barriers. Speci cally, it is shown that the future uncertainty's characteristic function is indeed gifted with the qualities that one should look in a desirable spanning engine. First, its valuation is substantially more amenable (than options) to analytical constructions. Second, the underlying basis is analytical and orthonormal. Third, it jointly and simultaneously induces closed-form representation of every contingent claim (options inclusive) covered by its span. As reliance is on fundamental properties of characteristic functions, their validity is independent of how the remaining uncertainty is visualized and regardless of the sources of randomness.
To understand the intuition behind each of the statements, it is worthwhile to pay attention on what the characteristic function is really composed of. From a valuation standpoint, the entity represents the price of a security that promises the holder a trigonometric payo contingent on the remaining uncertainty. From a mathematical and economic viewpoint, it is the Fourier transform of the state-price density function (the product of the risk-neutral density and the discounting factor). As is well{acknowledged from Fourier theory, the characteristic functions (for a vast class) are in nitely di erentiable from which they also inherit their smoothness and hence valuation tractability. Needless to say, for most valuation problems that economists consider pragmatic and interesting, the valuation equations for characteristic functions are remarkably simple, even though the counterpart ones for state-price density, or the option price, are twisted. Actually, one can count on centuries-old probability theory to arrive at the characteristic functions for a comprehensive class of stochastic processes. In one extreme, a large cohort of pure-jump price processes are recognized and mathematically represented through their characteristic functions.
Strictly speaking, the span via options and the span via characteristic functions are completely interchangeable (subject to some regularity conditions). Granted, the characteristic function is recoverable from options; and the reverse holds as well, they are competitors for describing their span of claims. But in light of the above discussion, that is only true in theory! Nevertheless, since the payo on characteristic functions is separable into trigonometric sine and cosine, it has the added distinctive trait that pricing and/or spanning can be achieved through its di erentiation or translation (as many times as one would like). The superiority of the characteristic function as a primary set of spanning securities is also apparent as polynomial basis can be generated from differentiation; whereas, the opposite direction is delicate and involves summations of in nite series. Also as one might anticipate, the positioning in the continuum of characteristic functions can be designed scienti cally by drawing on inverse Fourier theory. Thus, so long as the characteristic function of the state-price density is readily computable, the valuation of any arbitrary claim can be internally accomplished.
From a practical perspective, the observation that a generic derivative-security pricing problem is equivalent to solving just for the characteristic function is promising, and potentially vital. To pursue the above central theme and to gauge the associated simpli cation more rigorously, we adopted the topic of option valuation for a benchmark analysis. 1 In lling this vacuum, a key security decomposition is rst established: the traditional European call can be unbundled into its primitives (i) the discount bond price; (ii) the scaled-forward price (the fair price of a commitment to deliver the underlying asset at expiration); and (iii) two Arrow-Debreu securities (or, delta claims). Unique to our treatment, however, each primitive security is spanned by the payo on characteristic functions and can hence be valued recursively through its manipulation. More signi cantly, options written on arbitrary (smooth) function of the underlying uncertainty can be priced from the same rudimentary building-block: the characteristic function of the state-price density. Particularly, this and the original valuation task are rendered feasible without conjecturing (ad-hoc) solutions to the fundamental valuation equation of each call (provided the characteristic function of the state-price density can be determined by solving the conditional expectation or the corresponding valuation equation). Our examination of the problem also yields the following insight: When the option claim is on the exponential of the uncertainty (as in equity or bond option models), the characteristic functions corresponding to each Arrow-Debreu security are translates of one another. When the option is on the level of uncertainty, the characteristic function for the 1 During the writing of this paper, Du e, Pan, and Singleton (1998) have extended one of our option pricing results (in an earlier version) to the a ne Markov jump-di usion class. See the discussion in Section 2.1 and in the proof of their Proposition 2 and 3. In what respects our present work is di erent from theirs will become apparent from Theorem 1 and the explanation thereafter. For one, we make precise what collection of securities are spanned by characteristic functions and then exploit this insight to value all contingent claims and not just options. rst (second) Arrow-Debreu security is constructed from the di erentiation (translation) of the primitive characteristic function. In all such option problems where the two characteristic functions are in di erent parametric classes, the embedded Arrow-Debreu securities are heterogeneous in their probability compositions as a rule. 2 To expound on the ner aspects of the approach, we consider the explicit pricing of (a) averagerate interest rate options; (b) correlation options; and (c) discretely-monitored knock-out options. In each application, the characteristic function of the respective uncertainty is instrumental in spanning/closed-form pricing. In transitioning to average-interest rate options, we assume that the short interest rate is governed by a square-root process (i.e., Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) , hereby CIR). Our inquiry imparts quite a few basic insights concerning average rate claims: (1) The call price is (average) scaled forward price multiplied by a delta claim minus the product of the discount bond and the second delta claim multiplied by the adjusted strike price. To obtain the adjusted strike price, one must deduct the past average interest from the contractual exercise price; (2) The density of the remaining uncertainty (the continuous-sum) has no analytical representation but its characteristic function possesses an easy-to-interpret exponential-a ne structure; and (3) The characteristic function for the rst delta claim is obtained from di erentiation, while the second by translation, of the original characteristic function. Our inspection also uncovers the nding that the second delta security is non-central chi-squared distributed, while its twin-counterpart does not share the same parent distribution.
Our innovations can also be applied to options written on more than one asset and especially outside of the log-normal environment. Generating the analytical solution to the joint characteristic function of the two assets lies at the crux of valuation (it will span all claims contingent on the joint uncertainty). In a distinctive example of our own, we stipulate (i) a payo structure in which the call is exercised only when the (gross) return on each asset exceeds a pre-speci ed threshold (i.e., calls on correlation); and (ii) each asset innovation is cross-correlated and possess a common volatility factor. Naturally, the call (put) option is in-the-money when the returns are positively correlated in a rising (declining) market. As articulated in Zhang (1998) , correlation 2 Characteristic functions have been used for claims pricing by a number of authors, starting with Heston (1993) . However, our reasons for reexamining characteristic functions are somewhat di erent from his. First, Heston's goal is to solve a particularly parameterized stochastic volatility option model and to analytically determine the characteristic function for each Arrow-Debreu security. Our main object of interest, in contrast, is the characteristic function of the state-price density. Second, this study elaborates how a generic payo can be spanned by either a continuum of characteristic functions, or by a continuum of calls. Third, by integrating the spanning and pricing properties of the characteristic function, we put on a rm footing how it is that a large class of payo functions can be built and valued (with or without univariate/multivariate exercise regions). By drawing on this distinction and then breaking up a call into its pricing components, extant valuation steps can be circumvented altogether (i.e., the complex practice of solving each Arrow-Debreu security separately and then guessing their solution). Other similarities/di erences with Heston and existing work will be reviewed later. derivatives are desirable for coping cross-market, or cross-currency (commodity) risks. In the context of equity markets, they even allow investors to position on a stock/sector relative to a market index. These contracts are precisely what and Nachman (1988) have labeled complex options and joint simple options, respectively. In any case, as the composite payo is a product of two calls, its solution structure requires four delta securities in analytical-form. Each security may be interpreted as the expectation of a unity payo conditional on both calls expiring in-the-money. As this is an option on the exponential of the joint uncertainty, each characteristic function is translated from the joint characteristic function (and thus in the same parametric class). In recovering each Arrow-Debreu security price, we adapt a result from Shephard (1991) and extend the one-dimensional Fourier inversion formulation (i.e., Heston (1993) and Kendall and Stuart (1977) ) to a multi-dimensional setting. But this development cannot be adopted verbatim and depends on the valuation problem at hand, and on the exercise region of the calls. This style of reasoning is evident in the valuation of discretely-monitored knock-out options.
This article is organized as follows. How characteristic functions facilitate in the spanning and pricing of contingent securities is made exact in Section 1. Section 2 is devoted to the pricing of average-rate interest rate options. Section 3 re nes the methodology to cover claims written on more than a single asset. A pricing formula for discretely-monitored knock-out options (Ndimensional generalization) is proposed in Section 4. Concluding remarks are o ered in Section 5. The proof of each result can be found in the Appendix.
Spanning and Pricing Via Characteristic Functions
To go directly to the center of the derivative-security pricing problem and to their spanning underpinnings, consider a generic European{style call option contract with expiration date t + , strike price K, and claim payo : max (0; X s(t + ); r(t + ); y(t + )] ? K) (1) where, for completeness of analysis, the payo on the call is contingent on the price of a traded asset s(t), the spot interest rate r(t), and the vector of state variables y(t). To suppress unnecessary notation, write X s(t + ); r(t + ); y(t + )] as X(t + ) and de ne the exercise region of the call as: X fX(t + ) > Kg. Let X(t) > 0 with probability 1 for all t and fX(t + ) > 0g.
Provided certain regularity conditions are satis ed, the time t price of the option contract, denoted (2)- (3) is well-known, an often posed question is: How can the conditional expectation and hence the derivative-security price be determined analytically? Clearly, when the density function, q( ) (or the state-price density), is known, and tractable, the valuation problem warrants no further simpli cation. But, unfortunately, for most realistic option pricing and derivative-security valuation applications, the exercise region of the call/put is contingent on a general (vector) Markov (or non-Markov) process for which the state-price density is either unknown or cannot be expressed in terms of special functions of mathematics. As will be validated shortly, the characteristic function of the state-price density is remarkably uncomplicated (in a relative sense) for option problems of practical interest, even though the state-price density function is not. For the most part, and as we show, all that is required for option and derivative-security valuation is the closed-form formulation of the characteristic function. As our simpli cations are about exploiting the fundamental properties of characteristic functions and their span, the principal approach will be applicable regardless of the source of primitive uncertainty: whether in discrete-time, continuous-time, pure-jump, or mixture environments. Let x(t) (s(t); r(t); y(t) 0 ) 0 . Since option and claim valuation problems are conventionally cast in a di usion setting, for now, assume that x(t) is a vector Markov Ito process as displayed below: 
subject to C(t + ; 0; K) = max (0; X(t + ) ? K) is, from the Feynman-Kac theorem, the conditional expectation (2). Leave the exact dynamics for x(t); t] and x(t); t] unspeci ed for the moment. Traditionally, researchers have directly solved contingent claims valuation equations such as in (5) (e.g., see the seminal work by Cox and Ross (1976) ; Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) ; and Merton (1973) on this topic). But, is that necessary or ideal for a general claims problem? Can we somehow algebraically span the underlying payo and then price the claim? What are the distinct advantages to adopting one approach over the other? To render these statements more precise and to seek answers to the above questions, de ne the characteristic function of the state-price density as (see the classic Lukacs (1960) 
= Z e i X(t+ ) exp ? Z t+ t r(u) du q( ) d ; (7) which is implicitly the time-t price of a hypothetical claim that pays e i X(t+ ) (where i = p ?1
and is some parameter of the contract) at date t + . Since e i X(t+ ) = cos ( X(t + )) + i sin ( X(t + )) by Euler's identity, the payo on characteristic functions is mathematically composed of trigonometric sine and cosine. 3 Ignoring extreme counterexamples, the characteristic function is in nitely di erentiable subject to f(t + ; 0; ) = e i X(t+ ) . While the valuation equation (8) and its surrogate in (5) are observationally indistinguishable, the boundary condition for the characteristic function is 3 Technically, the characteristic function formulated in (7) is well-de ned even without the inclusion of time-value factor. Indeed every admissible characteristic function in the classical theory is unity at = 0. Certainly, what we have described in (6) is the intrinsic value of a trigonometric payo . It is therefore not improper to call f(t; ; ) a discounted (or, spot) characteristic function. Subject to this caveat and to avoid introducing fresh terminology, f(t; ; ) will be referred to as a characteristic function throughout. Notice that we could have started with the joint characteristic functionf(t; ; ; ') E Q t n exp i' R t+ t r(u) du + i X(t + ) o which is the futures, markedto-market, price of a claim that pays exp i ' R t+ t r(u) du + i X(t + ) at time t + . Clearly, the entity in (6) is a special case with f(t; ; ) =f(t; ; ; i). As we will see, all claims contingent on R t+ t r(u) du and X(t + ) are in the span off(t; ; ; '), but are not necessarily spanned by f(t; ; ). To allow for condensed discussion, concentrate solely on examining the implications of the characteristic function in (6). When pricing correlation options, we study this abstraction again. mathematically more tractable: the former being smooth and in nitely di erentiable, while the latter fails to be di erentiable. As we will establish, the only challenge remaining is to analytically determine the characteristic function.
For future reference, let Re :] denote the real part of the expression and L 1 (C 2 ) the space of integrable (twice continuously di erentiable) functions. Formally, the payo function H(X) is said to be of class L 1 if R 1 ?1 j H(X) j dX < 1. Observe that the call payo is L 1 modulo an a ne position (i.e., max(0; X ? K) ? (X ? K) = max(0; K ? X)). Motivated by such an implication de ne, for some constants b and x , universal payo 's of the type (67)- (69) of the Appendix. (b) The call price (in (5)) can be unbundled into a portfolio of Arrow-Debreu securities C(t; ; K) = G(t; ) 1 (t; ) ? K B(t; ) 2 (t; ); (10) where B(t; ) is the time-t price of a discount bond with periods remaining to expiration; G(t; ) represents the time-t price of a commitment to deliver, at time-t + , the quantity X(t+ ) (scaled forward price); and 1 (t; ) The discount bond price and the scaled forward price respectively obey B(t; ) = f(t; ; 0);
where f (t; ; ) denotes the partial derivative of f(t; ; ) with respect to ; The time t price of each Arrow-Debreu security, for j = 1; 2, is j (t; ) = 1
The characteristic functions for Arrow-Debreu securities, f j (t; ; ), for j = 1; 2, are determined from f(t; ; ) as made exact below
f 2 (t; ; ) = 1 B(t; ) f(t; ; ); (15) where it is understood that f(t; ; ) is available in closed-form by solving the valuation equation (8) and likewise for options (e.g., as in Green and Jarrow (1987); Nachman (1988); ). Central to the methodology, the second part of the Theorem asserts that the call option price can be decomposed into a portfolio of Arrow-Debreu securities. It implicitly maintains that knowing the price of four primitive securities (i.e., the matching discount bond, the scaled forward price, and the two Arrow-Debreu securities) is equivalent to solving the option valuation problem. To brie y see the logic behind this decomposition, by the de nition of state-price density, notice that B(t; ) = R exp ? R t+ t r(u) du q( ) d and the scaled forward price is: G(t; ) E Q t n exp ? R t+ . Clearly, 1 (t; ) is the price of an Arrow-Debreu security, albeit, under a transformed equivalent probability measure. By an analogous argument The nal part of the Theorem is the real driving force behind the valuation approach, however. Consistent with the task at hand, the manipulation of the characteristic function f(t; ; ) simultaneously and jointly recovers (i) the term structure of interest rates; (ii) the term structure of forward prices; and (iii) the two required Arrow-Debreu securities. While it is known that options are market completing from , the spanning properties of the characteristic function are not that transparent and not fully appreciated in their entirety. In fact, as f(t; ; ) R e i X(t+ ) exp ? R t+ t r(u) du q( ) d , economically it amounts to a Fourier transform of the state-price density function and hence basis augmenting. In particular, the resulting basis is endowed with two theoretically appealing properties: It is (1) analytical and (2) orthonormal (in L 2 ( 0; 2 ]) and in the space of almost periodic functions). Observe that by translating or di erentiating the characteristic function, one can synthesize the values of exponential and polynomial of the underlying uncertainty. The reference measure, for example, is being transformed from, say, q( ) to X q( ) on di erentiation; and to e X q( ) on translation. Which is precisely the reason why 1 ( 2 ) can be priced by di erentiation (translation) and Fourier transformation (see also Cases 1 and 2 to follow). These simpli cations are made achievable without deriving the state-price density function (which is in principle inferable). Moreover, as di erentiation holds the key to constructing polynomial basis, the superiority of characteristic functions as a primary collection of spanning securities is evident. After all, the reverse construction contains in nite series summations.
Theorem 1 should not be interpreted to mean that call options are in the span of trigonometric functions via Fourier theory. Nowhere have we established the spanning representation: max(X ? K; 0) = R 1 ?1 Re h w( ) e i X i d , for some w( ). In fact, this is certainly not even possible using integrable w( ) as the call payo is unbounded and outside of L 1 of Lebesgue measure. From characteristic functions, one can nonetheless build a large class of functions and also value them. Because the put option payo is in L 1 , it is however algebraically spanned:
there exists linear combinations in the Lebesgue continuum of transform variates . That is w( ) = 1 2 R 1 ?1 max(0; K ?X) e ?i X dX. As the call payo is L 1 modulo X ?K, it can therefore be tailored by investing in (i) the continuum of characteristic functions, (ii) the underlying, and (iii) the discount bond. The precise long position w 1 ( ) in cos( X) and the short position w 2 ( ) in sin( X) that mimic the put payo are displayed in (60)- (61) of the Appendix. By the same token, reformulating the delta security payo as: 1 ? 1 fX<Kg does not contradict the impression that 1 and 2 can be synthesized from continuum of characteristic functions in collaboration with a discount bond (even though each security payo violates L 1 requirement). Thus, the formula (13) is a mere by-product of spanning and pricing via characteristic functions. Such a ne payo s as the discount bond (the underlying) can be specialized from the trigonometric payo by setting = 0 (di erentiating and then substituting = 0). In sum total, characteristic functions are robust spanning engines not only for payo 's in L 1 , but also in the expanded collection of L 1 plus a ne security positions. 5 That the characteristic function and consequently all contingent claims in its basis can be priced by solving a single valuation equation (partial or integro-di erential) is methodologically important. 6 The reader may recall that the traditional approach to contingent claim/option valuation pioneered by CIR (1985) and Merton (1973) involves developing a fundamental valuation equation (such as the one posited in (5)). While circumventing the need to solve for the state-price density, it, nonetheless, demands a correct candidate conjecture. By analogy, the conjecture is in the family of (10). Substituting the conjecture into the fundamental equation generally produces at most four additional valuation equations or the corresponding conditional expectations (i.e., one each for G(t; ), B(t; ), 1 and 2 ). But claim valuation is not yet entirely complete as one must now again, by trial and error, conjecture a solution to each of the four valuation equations. 7 While the four-step valuation methodology is technically correct and has lead to numerous theoretical advances and model re nements, it is, nevertheless, cumbersome and imposes a tight constraint on the valuation structure: if one component valuation is unsolved, it gridlocks contingent claims 5 A few abstract questions have admittedly been bypassed in our inquiry: (1) What is the exact span of characteristic functions and options? and (2) What is the relationship between the algebraic span of options and characteristic
functions? Under what circumstances is one span larger, or smaller, than its counterpart? For example, X 2 2 C 2 (and e e x 2 C 2 ) is in the algebraic span of options but not so for characteristic functions using L 1 . Yet, if attention is restricted to some compact interval (?`;`), then, from Fourier theory, X 2 will also be in the span of characteristic functions as well. Stated di erently, a wider net of securities can be spanned by the characteristic function on compact intervals. In particular, claims that belong to L 1 (Q) (i.e., R 1 ?1 j H(X) j dq < 1) can be approximated in the L 1 (Q) norm by claims possessing compact support. Thus, contingent claims satisfying this working criteria can be spanned and priced as depicted above. Evidently, X 2 e i X and successive characteristic function derivatives are not an L 1 object for all , but can be valued anyway from the characteristic function (6). 6 It has been pointed to us that the scaled forward price, G(t; ), is predetermined for a broad class of option contracts. But as a general rule, this notion is awed. Options on futures (under random volatility and random interest rates/convenience yields) are an obvious counterexample. Likewise, for the entire family of interest rate options and nonstandard contingent claims, the scaled forward price is anything but known a priori. To guide consensus, it is demonstrated in the later example exercises that the scaled forward price embedded in the average interest{rate and knock-out options with payo , say, N n=1 max(0; s(t + n t) ? K), are hard to conjecture. While a large literature exists on the term structure of interest rates, the spirit of the above remarks equally applies to discount bond prices (although to a lesser extent). Nonetheless, a systematic way to determine the scaled forward price and the discount bond price is desirable and warranted. In particular, the characteristic function of the stochastic discount factor can serve a similarly useful role in dynamic equilibrium economies. Details are omitted here.
7 To clarify this feature of their methodology more formally, remember the solution steps in CIR (and also Constantinides (1992) and Longsta and Schwartz (1992) ). In their well-known model, the discount bond price and the European option written on it satis es the same fundamental partial di erential equation (hereby, PDE). For the option formula postulated in CIR to be internally consistent with the valuation PDE (i) the (two) non-central chi-squared distributed probabilities; and (ii) the (two) discount bond prices will satisfy unique valuation equation of their own (with a distinct boundary condition). Each component valuation security price was then explicitly computed by solving the relevant expectation.
valuation. In contrast, the availability of the characteristic function renders claims valuation complete in the same single step (and hence weeds out solving complex valuation equations).
On a related theme, notice that a liated with each constituent security valuation is also a set of ordinary di erential equations (after a solution is conjectured). Adopting the spanning and pricing strategy will also eliminate the need to solve a large set of ordinary di erential equations. Translating and di erentiating a smooth function is clearly trivial relative to solving additional valuation equations (PDE or integro-di erential) or additional ordinary di erential equations. But keep in mind that our simpli cations do not apply to the characteristic function of the stateprice density which must be available in closed-form by solving the valuation equation (8) or the conditional expectation (7). However, due to the characteristic function's exponential boundary condition, this quantity is easier to solve in general than the option price directly.
While sharing with Heston (1993) the feature that each pure security price is reverse{engineered from the respective characteristic function, the treatment here departs fundamentally. The two characteristic functions are, for instance, obtained mostly by solving two separate valuation equations and by conjecturing their solutions (see equations (12) and (22) in Heston); Whereas, under our technique, their recovery is through the characteristic function of the state-price density. Our economic analysis makes explicit how the two characteristic functions are intrinsically linked: the rst characteristic function is either a translate, or a derivative, of its counterpart. More specically, existing works tend to blur the recursive structure of option valuation; Seldom has it tapped into the unifying spanning concept. In this regard, there are crucial lessons to examining claims with payo s that are variants of the original one in equation (1). Under the Heston framework, the entire set of valuation equations must be resolved all over again (including a conjecture to the original valuation equation). This is, however, not the case under our derivative valuation approach. Knowing the characteristic function of the state-price density will automatically determine the intrinsic value of the cash{ ow streams, as is demonstrated below now: CASE 1 Let the claim payo be max(0; X 2 (t + ) ? K) with exercise region X(t + ) > p K. Despite this nonlinear transformation, the claim price still satis es (10) 
If we set X(t + ) = ln S(t + )], then (22)- (24) Regardless of how our alternative approach is interpreted, it brings out a valuation aspect of immense practical interest. That is, it lls in the gap by making explicit the technical conditions under which the two probability elements can be members of similar, or distinct, parametric classes. For a general class of cases, 1 and 2 are connected in a precise way, and this quantitative relationship is characterized best in terms of the transforms of the state price densities. Speci cally, this consists of situations when the payo function on which the option is written say, a positive 
In particular, when the option claim is on the exponential of the uncertainty (i.e., h X] = ln(X), n = 0 for all n, 1 = 1 = 1, and j = 0 for j>1), the characteristic function corresponding to 1 and 2 are translates of one another; And, which is why 1 and its counterpart inherit the same parametric class. This property, for instance, induces probability structures in CIR (which are non-central chi-squared) and stochastic volatility equity option models (the characteristic functions are each exponential a ne) that fall internally in the same family of distributions. But, when the claim is contingent on the level of the uncertainty (or its powers and polynomials), the rst characteristic function is obtained by di erentiation and the second by translation. Derivatives so priced can, thus, only be composed of Arrow-Debreu securities that are dissimilar in their probability-theoretic foundations. To reverse the situation, now keep H X] unrestricted but specialize h X] = X. Equations (26){ (28) of Case 3 re-illustrate the same dichotomy: the transform of 1 is analytically linked to its counterpart as its consecutive derivative (by replacing f(t; ; ) with B(t; ) f 2 (t; ; )). 8 For such properties as bounds on delta's and state-prices in one-dimensional di usion economies, see Grundy and Wiener (1996) . Having said this, we move on to the pricing of speci c contingent claims. Each option-like security is novel and share a common denominator: no closed-form solutions have yet been discovered (to our knowledge), even though the characteristic function (of the remaining uncertainty) is straightforward. These derivative securities are all intended to capture the essence and richness of the spanning induced simpli cation.
Average-Rate Interest Rate Options
Inspired by the preceding analysis, the remainder of this section documents how a broad class of path{dependent claims can be valued using our methodology. To maintain sharp focus, adopt a payo structure that is average{interest rate contingent. Set the initial date for the averaging interval to be time{0 (with no loss of generality) and specify the payo on the average-rate call For its theoretical tractability, assume that the law of motion for the spot interest rate, r, is governed by the single-factor CIR{type square{root process ( , , and are all positive constants):
Because (r(t); A(t)) form a Markov system from (33)- (34), standard steps produce the valuation PDE for the average-rate call displayed below (subject to the call payo ): 9 1 2 2 r C rr + ( ? r) C r ? C ? r C + r C A = 0; (35) where the subscripts C r and C rr respectively represent, for instance, the rst and the second{order partial derivative with respect to r. Two points are worth mentioning. First, as the evolution of r(t) is under the martingale measure, the interest rate factor risk premium is already re ected in the drift: ( ? r). With A(t) deterministic, no risk compensation is required for this state variable. Second, by virtue of its dependence on A(t), the option price is path-dependent. As a consequence, the valuation equation (35) di ers from its now famous counterparts (e.g., CIR, Constantinides (1992) and Longsta and Schwartz (1992) , among others). Essentially, the induced path-dependence has made valuation intractable and no (complete) analytical characterizations have yet been proposed (for single or multi-factor interest rate processes). 10 Despite the hurdles in solving (35) 
The formula (37) constitutes an exact closed{form solution to the option on average-interest. 11 It brings into forefront the valuation role of the characteristic function; By its translation and di erentiation, all the underlying primitive securities can be recovered. To see how the spanning and pricing engine works in practice and to assess the extent of simpli cation it induces, take the rst Arrow-Debreu security. Write the valuation PDE/Backward-equation (see (81) 
At rst glance, it appears that no closed-form representation may be possible for this class of PDE's. But as made precise in (40), by di erentiating the characteristic function and standardizing the resulting entity by G(t; ) (which makes it a characteristic function for a probability) and using the inverse Fourier{transformation pins-down the solution to the valuation equation (42).
11 Under the premise that r is a Bessel process and r(u) are independent for all u, the average-rate call can be priced via Geman-Yor (1993) (since Bessel processes are stable under additivity). Unfortunately, none of the existing processes fall into the viability set. When r is governed according to (34), it is obviously Bessel; But it is auto-correlated, however. Now suppose the option is on a basket of securities: P J j=1 jxj(t + ) (for some loading j ); and xj(t)'s are all independent Bessel, then it poses no valuation di culties (via our approach or Geman-Yor).
This step can be consistently implemented so long as the characteristic function is analytical. But the two modes of analysis are not strictly equivalent: one requiring a simple di erentiation step; the other, intricate conjecturing abilities. Proceeding similarly, the scaled forward price is in compliance with: 1 2 2 r G rr + ( ? r) G r ?G ?r G = ?r B(t; ); and its closed-form formulation in (38) stems virtually from the same mechanism. In words, by di erentiating the characteristic function and evaluating the resulting expression at zero replicates the conditional expectation for this vanishing contingent claim (notice that the price is monotonically declining with the passage of time). The pricing of the put can be achieved from put{call parity: Proposition 1 imposes a stringent restriction on the pure securities: 1 and 2 . This is primarily so since f 2 (t; ; ) is exponential{a ne, but f 1 (t; ; ) is surely outside of that class.
Furthermore, 2 (t; ) is non-central chi-squared distributed (it satis es the Kolmogorov-Backward equation for non-central chi-squared variable, as in CIR bond option formula). Thus, the averagerate option valuation problem is potentially one application in which 1 and 2 are not in the same parametric family of distribution functions. 13 The principal comparative statics ndings are not at odds with what intuition suggests: the average-rate call is (1) increasing in A(t) (the prior path-dependence); and (2) convex and increasing in r(t). Numerical analysis indicates that higher interest rate primitives (i.e., , , and ) all lead to a higher call price. By shorting N(t; ; 0) C r units of the discount bond and going long C(t; ) + N(t; ; 0) C r B(t; ) in cash (which makes the overall position self{ nanced), the call can be dynamically replicated. Because the partial derivative C r is in analytical{form, the closed-form characterization facilitates the execution of delta{neutral hedges. Our approach can be adapted to price assorted payo structures. To synthesize this dimension of the technique, take the option on the average-yield as the basis. Maintaining the CIR interest rate dynamics, the yield-to-maturity R(t;~ ) = M(~ ;0) + N(~ ;0) r(t). Let C(t; ) denote the call option price on this average with expiration {periods from time t. Then C(t; ; K) = N(~ ; 0) (t + )~ G(t; ) 1 (t; ) ? K B(t; )
12 By and large, the methodology o ered here to price average-rate claims is superior and mathematically more elegant than in Ju (1997) (because of spanning). In his innovation, Ju analytically derives the Fourier transform of R t+ t r(u) du. Then, via inverse transformation, he recovers the state-price density function (see equation (24) in his paper). So, his solution for average-call is numerical in nature. Nonetheless, the primary message is that the state-price density is generally redundant for derivative asset valuation, if the characteristic function is known. 13 In attacking the exact same problem, Chacko and Das (1997) were unable to analytically characterize G(t; ) and f1(t; ), which is a consequence of our approach. As a result, their general focus is con ned to the pricing of the Digital (i.e., 2(t; )). Thus, on balance, when one conjectures ad-hoc solutions to option valuation problems, it tends to obscure the tight linkage between each Arrow-Debreu security and between G(t; ) and f1(t; ). 
where G(t; ), f 1 (t; ; ), f 2 (t; ; ) are as respectively given in (38) and (40){(41). Option claims on (i) higher algebraic moments and (ii) fractional powers and polynomials can also be accommodated in the same single-step. In summary, by constructing the appropriate characteristic function, any interest rate derivative can be priced in closed-form.
Correlation Options
The preceding contingent claims were all written on a single underlying asset (and with a onedimensional exercise region). However, valuation applications of special interest to nancial economist often have payo 's dependent on two assets. To see how such claims can be priced within our framework, let s(t) and p(t) be the time t price of the two securities. Nachman (1988) and , that correlation options are market completing. The key result of this section is stated next. Proposition 2 Let s(t) and p(t) each be governed by the continuous-time stochastic processes (under the risk-neutral measure) below can be deduced from put-call parity for correlation options.
In extending existing treatments, our work provides at least three additional contributions. First, we o er a exact closed{form solution for correlation options under stochastic volatility. By setting = = = 0 and using L'Hopital's rule, the valuation formula in (48) converges to the counterpart one under geometric Brownian motion. Under these restrictions, the return characteristic functions in (46){(47) are precisely those of the bivariate normal distribution. Having a more general valuation formula where (i) shocks to each asset are correlated with volatility shocks (i.e., 1 6 = 0 and 2 6 = 0) and (ii) the modeling of a more plausible and time-varying correlation structure between assets should help close the gap in understanding and predicting how these claims respond in a non-lognormal setting. The general stochastic structure considered in Proposition 2 is consequently more consistent with such real{life applications as contingent securities on currency bonds, commodity{linked bonds and on cross-exchange rates (and where market forces induce stochastically-varying asset price co-movements).
Second, by the spanning property of the joint characteristic function, valuation again has a one-step avor. That is, the closed{form expression for f(t; ; ; ') guarantees the simultaneous recovery of all the (four) characteristic functions and one scaled forward price; As a consequence, the requirement that the counterpart valuation equations be explicitly evaluated has been bypassed even under this two-dimensional exercise region set-up (see Stulz (1982) for the latter approach). Observe that the assumption of time-invariant interest rates and zero convenience yields is for the sake of expositional convenience only. In such general settings and for other twodimensional contract structures, the traditional approach will be far more demanding (at most eight valuation equations in total). So, the simpli cations via the integrative spanning concept are likely to be substantive there as well. For instance, option valuation in the maximum or the minimum of two asset class (e.g., Stulz (1982) ) also hinges on the joint characteristic function (46). As a result, their valuations can be reconciled internally within Proposition 2. In the same spirit, payo variants of (45) volves option{pricing under negative cross-correlation, which is also within the scope of the present model. 14 In fact, the pricing of any claim on the joint uncertainty is immediate from (46)- (47).
Lastly, in deriving the Arrow-Debreu security prices j (t; ), for j = 1; ; 4, we have introduced the inversion formula for their determination (when the exercise region is a bivariate vector).
Recall that the probability 4 is the time t price of the delta security (under the risk-neutral mea- and zero otherwise. Other probabilities have similar intuitive interpretations. In proposing our solutions for the delta securities, we have adapted a result originally due to Shephard (1991) (details are in the Appendix) which has allowed us to extend the one-dimensional Fourier inversion methodology (as in Heston (1993) ; Kendall and Stuart (1977); and Lukacs (1960) ) to the pricing of options written on two assets. Moreover, because s(t) and p(t) are proportional stochastic processes and the option payo is exponential-a ne in the joint uncertainty, all the characteristic functions are translated from the joint characteristic function. Therefore, unlike the previous example, the probabilities, j , are in the same parametric class. It remains to be emphasized that although the determination of each probability demands a bivariate numerical integration, it presents no implementation di culties. In reality, the probabilities and hence the option prices can be obtained with high speed. standard packages. For the twin-contract: N n=1 max(0; s(t+n t)?K), the structure of valuation is only slightly more complex (but uses the same joint-characteristic function). Since formulas for the probabilities are not compact, they are omitted to save on space and to stress the spanning focal point.
Conclusions
While it is known that the value of the call option recovers the corresponding put option price without actually solving its valuation equation; It is, however, not yet fully understood that the valuation equation for the characteristic function is su cient to recover all underlying primitive claim prices. As the main idea is spanning, this remark is valid whether the underlying is an option on the underlying uncertainty, on its powers, or its exponential, or virtually any other monotonic function of the uncertainty. Our work also provides a way to formalize and unify the valuation of the term structure of interest rates, the valuation of the term structure of forward and futures prices, and the valuation of Arrow{Debreu securities. When derivative securities with higher{dimensional exercise regions were considered, the characteristic function basis provided superior analytical tractability (as in correlation and discretely-monitored knock-out options). Our work can be extended along several dimensions. First, it may used to examine contingent claims valuation in the context of Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (1992) . Adopting characteristic function-based methods may alleviate the burden of derivative-security valuation in their models. Second, it may be utilized to revisit American option valuation under more plausible stochastic dynamics. Here, one may determine the characteristic function of the optimal stopping problem which may jointly recover the European option price and the early exercise premium. Finally, the methodology can be used to price exotic options with complex boundary conditions and under stochastic volatility (e.g., barriers and lookbacks). All of these characterizations are left to a future scrutiny. (iv) Spanning Claims in L 1 Via Call Options For the purpose of spanning claims H(X) 2 L 1 through call options, we adopt the result due to Wiener (as exposited in Goldberg (1965, page 32-33) ) that H(X) can be constructed from a The proof relies on the fundamental properties of probability density functions and characteristic functions. By collapsing the integral in (3), it follows that C(t; ; K) = G(t; ) 1 (t; ) ? K B(t; ) 2 (t; ); (70) equation (73), as (e.g., Lukacs (1960); and Kendall and Stuart (1977) Proof of (25)- (28) ?1 e ?r +P q(S; P) dS dP = 1 (the martingale restriction).
The sole task remaining is to get each probability. Again, focus on the probability 1 (t; ). By appealing to standard probability theory, one can verify that its characteristic function is: f 1 (t; ; ; ') = 1 f(t; ; ?i; ?i) which a rms that f 1 (t; ) can be expressed in terms of the joint characteristic function.
Adapting Theorem 5 in Shephard (1991) to the present two-dimensional problem, for any distribution function F (S; P; a; b) with joint characteristic function f (S; P; ; '), the following can be asserted: 
Armed by the joint and marginal distributions in (92)-(94), the probability 1 (t; ) can now be constructed as follows:
